2013 Historic Preservation Awards Properties
Trimble Grist Mill

Trimble Grist Mill is being recognized for exceptional preservation efforts. The mill, listed
on the National Historic Register, was built c. 1790 by a relative of the Thomas family, the
original landowners in West Whiteland. It is situated on Shoen Road and visible from
Route 100 North. The Howard S. George Jr. Family Trust is preserving this venerable old
mill which today appears very much as it would have appeared in 1880 when it ceased
operation.

Kates Mansion/Soledad

Kates Mansion/Soledad, as seen today, is a testament to the dedication and
determination of its owners, Maria and Robert Hollenshead. Rarely does an abandoned,
badly deteriorated residence make such a magnificent reentry to active life.

Situated on the north edge of the valley, overlooking Chester County parkland, this home,
listed on the National Historic Register, started life in 1854, when Hewson Cox built an
imposing example of the Rural Gothic or Cottage Style mansion. It was remodeled c. 1904
by architect Milton Medary on the design of England’s Haddon Hall for Clarence Sears
Kates. Mr. Kates was a wealthy Philadelphian whose interest turned to farming. He
became known for using scientific, modern agricultural techniques. Mr. Kates was very
active in the establishment of the Church Farm School. His magnificent house and
grounds were acquired by the School for use as staff and student housing in the 1950’s.

By the time the house was acquired by Maria and Robert Hollenshead, the structure had
stood vacant and was in great need of care. Through hard work and dedication to the
basic “good bones” of the mansion they have made gracious adaptations to the property
to meet their needs while maintaining the character of the original home.

Zook House

The Zook House, consists of 3 major sections, all of which are 2 stories high and made of
stone. The center stone core was built c. 1750, the east wing in 1790 and the west end in
1820-30. It is now situated within view of East Lincoln Hwy., on the southern side of the
Exton Square Mall, welcoming mall visitors and presenting the historic face of the Township.
Listed on the National Historic Register, it was a residence for descendants of the Zook family
until the original mall developers purchased it in the 1960’s. The Zook family, originally
known as Zug, came from Holland in 1742. It is believed the family changed the name to
avoid religious persecution. Five generations of Zooks lived in the house. The last resident
was Mary C. Howse, for whom a local elementary school is named.
The stone renovations were done in the 1860’s giving the house a Victorian appearance. In
the early 1970’s the Victorian additions were removed, and the structure was restored to its
earlier appearance. The current appearance is dedicated to it preservation. The Zook House
owned and preserved by the Pennsylvania Real Estate Investment Trust, now provides the
perfect setting for the current tenants, Whitford Flowers. A visit to the shop is a trip back in
time. Be sure to visit.

